SCHEDATECNICA

MODALITÀD’USO

W199 ROCK POWDER

WIDDAR W151

PROPERTIES
Rock powder with fortifying, rebalancing and strengthening action for plants and soils. It is suitable for
any type of cultivation and soil.

POLVERE DI ROCCIA

APPLICATION
Bury the POWDER into a 40 cm (17 inches) deep hole, without containment casings, in the middle of the property.
Repeat the treatment every 24 months. When water supply is less than 450mm/year, use ROCK DUST W197
instead of W199.
STORAGE: Keep the product dry and well sealed. Keep out of the reach of children.
PACKS: from 70g to 7.5kg packs depending on the area, as indicated in the table below.
For information on the correct application in specific soil and climate conditions and cultivation methods, please
contact our technical support office.
Quantities of W199 ROCK POWDER to be buried:

Water Supply
800-450mm/year
Surface
W199 (g)
70/ 2.5 oz.
0.5 ha/1.25 acres
100/ 3.5 oz.
1 ha/2.5 acres
200/ 7 oz.
2 ha/5 acres
250/ 8.8 oz.
3 ha / 7.5 acres
400/ 140 oz.
5 ha /12.35 acres
7 ha/17.5 acres
500/ 17.6 oz.
ANALISI CHIMICA
600/ 21 oz.
10 ha/24.7 acres
700/ 24.5 oz.
12 ha/30 acres
850/ 30 oz.
15 ha/37.5 acres
1000/ 35 oz.
20 ha/50 acres
1200/ 42 oz.
25 ha/61.7 acres
2000/ 70 oz.
50 ha / 123.5 acres
3000/ 105 oz.
100 ha/ 247 acres
5000/ 175 oz.
200 ha/ 494.2 acres
300 ha/741.3 acres
7500/ 262.5 oz.

AVERAGE MINERALOGICAL
ANALYSIS

QUARTZ

20-40%

CALCITE

5-30%

SODIUM FELDSPAR

5-35%

POTASSIUM FELDSPAR

5-30%

OTHER

5-20%

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS
MOISTURE

<5%

pH

6,5-7%

Certified by

NOTICE on Parceling Out of the field when you need to bury the ROCK DUST product.
• If the field is being crossed by a paved road, please consider 2 separate blocks, each with its own buried product;
• If the field is being crossed by one or more dirt roads, and the width of the roads is equal to or less than 4-5m (1416.6 feet), consider the field as one single block. If the dirt roads are wider than 4-5m (14-16.6 feet), parcel it out into
two blocks;
• If the field is being crossed by a waterway, consider it as one single block.
The product can be used in organic farming under regulations EC n. 834/2007, n. 889/2008 (and/or subsequent modifications
and integrations).
* Method licensed from EUREKA Coop.
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